Project Olympus is a new initiative designed to create and sustain Next Generation Computing innovation for Western Pennsylvania.

Olympus aims to build an infrastructure and foster a climate that will enable local talent to take root and flourish in the region— and bring to fruition projects and ideas born here.

Launched with an initial grant from The Heinz Endowments, Olympus’ goals coincide with those of the Endowments’ Innovation Economy program.

Please join us for our Inaugural “Show and Tell” highlighting Olympus’ PROBEs in progress.

Lenore Blum: Overview of Olympus: What we are all about
Luis von Ahn: reCAPTCHA: Stop Spam, Read Books
Gary Miller: Medical Applications of Image Segmentation Algorithms
Matt Humphrey: Eivod: Enhancing Internet Video-On-Demand
Scott Russell: Perspectives from Silicon Valley

We look forward to much discussion and interaction.

Refreshments Served
RSVP (hoda@cs.cmu.edu)

http://www.olympus.cs.cmu.edu
(under construction)
Our first B2C vertical

- Platform, valuable